Unique sealing products
- for the construction industry

ROOFING – FACADE – ELEMENTS

Complete
roof and facade
sealing systems

Rib Top foam infill
strips

– prevents driving rain
and snow, dirt and
wind from entering the
structure.

Self-adhesive
foam tape

– used as a seal
between roof panels

See the product range
for roofs and facades

Companies that provide roof and facade
solutions need additional products to help
make the solutions complete. These are typically
sealing products, that help make the final result
last for many, many years.
DAFA has valuable experience from supplying
products to both small and large suppliers of roof
and facade materials. In many cases, through
close collaboration with several departments in
the company – from development and production
to purchasing and sales. DAFA is used to working
in a multidisciplinary environment when the
customer so requires.

Roof decking
tensioners

– tension the roofing so
it does not flap

UV tape for facades
– highly adhesive UV
tape for facades, etc.

Pre-impregnated
corrugated foam infill

– prevent driving rain and
snow, dirt and wind from
entering the structure.

Joint sealing tape

– seals the window
structure and leaves it
vapor-permeable

Lining foil

– seals between window
frames and the interior
structure.

EPDM profiles

– seal between the
lightweight facade
and spacer strips

Bearing rubber

– seals the joints
between balcony
decks and handrails
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– a strong product match for roof and facade applications...
DAFA’s products are used with
other building materials such
as steel, concrete, wood, fiber
cement and glass, and possess
various properties which make
them well-suited to achieving
long-lasting roof and facade
structures.

Norton foam tape for roof
panels

Joint sealing tape DAFA
Flex 600

Backstop foam nylon strip

PPI triangle strips

Rib Top foam infill strips

PUR rubber Regupol/
Regufoam

Module sealing strip

EPDM profiles

Butyl rolls

Formed in Place Foam
Gaskets (FIPFG)

Rubber bearing for

EPDM rubber sheeting

Pre-impregnated
corrugated foam infill

Water Jet cutting

UV tape

balconies

Sealing for sandwich
elements
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Rolled products

CNC milling
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Complete sealing solutions for
prefabricated construction

Roof decking tensioners
– tension the roofing so it
does not flap

DAFA has extensive experience working with companies that
produce prefabricated building elements or complete buildings
and pavilions as modular construction.

See the product range
for prefabricated
construction

DAFA always offers its professional and commercial skills to
optimize the collaboration – at the outset, and on an ongoing
basis by developing and adapting solutions to your specific
needs.
Roofing membranes

– ensure the lightweight
structure is sealed

Pipe collars

Vapor barrier tape

– ensures the
best possible
seal for penetrations

– makes joints extra
airtight and longer
lasting

Wind barriers

– ensure the lightweight structure is
sealed

EPDM profiles

– seal between the
lightweight facade
and spacer strips

Cable collars

– ensure the best
possible seal for
penetrations

PUR rubber

– Sound damping
for CLT and modular
construction

Element sealing

– specially produced
sealing solutions for
modular construction

Vapor barrier foil

– extra strong foil with
reinforcing mesh

– a strong product match for prefabricated construction...
DAFA’s products are used
with a range of materials
such as concrete, wood,
fiber cement, steel and
glass.

Lining foil

Sill foils

Vapor barrier tapes

Module sealing strip

Foil adhesives

Cable collars

Pipe collars

Rolled products

The products are used in
many building elements:
roofs, facades, floors,
windows and doors.

Vapor barrier foils

Wind barriers

Joint sealing tape DAFA
Flex 600

Butyl tape and Universal
outdoor adhesive
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DAFA’s competences
strengthen the
collaboration

Eco-friendly products for
sustainable construction
DAFA has a constant focus on developing products that support
sustainability. Our building products ensure airtight solutions that support
sustainable construction and reduce energy consumption, to the benefit of
the environment.

DAFA offers reliable, easy and evolving collaboration, targeting
suppliers and manufacturers of building materials and prefabricated
elements or modular buildings.

It is therefore only natural that many of DAFA’s products are included in the
Nordic Ecolabelling database of construction products that can be used in
buildings carrying the Nordic Swan Ecolabel.

This offers a wide range of benefits, as you can draw on DAFA’s
competences and experience with sealing products. This allows you
to buy your sealing products in the best and most advantageous
manner.
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Efficient logistics
ensure fast delivery
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The personal and professional relations between you and us form the
basis of close and productive collaboration. DAFA’s experience working
with producing companies is broad and deep. This means that, as a
customer, you can benefit from the insight and knowledge which DAFA’s
employees have gained over many years.

DAFA
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Regular contacts
make it easy
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Products are tested,
documented, and guaranteed
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Technical support
ensures a good result
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Quality products
with great breadth

Ready to hear more?
DAFA is always ready to discuss your needs.
Contact:

Jan Dahlgaard

Export Manager
T +45 6161 7963
M jd@dafa.dk
W dafa-build.com

Torben Sørensen
Customer Service
T +45 8747 6615
M tos@dafa.dk
W dafa-build.com

In-house test center advances
the development of DAFA’s products
To underscore and continue its progressive
development, DAFA is able to conduct tests in
its own climate chamber. The test center allows
us to perform aging tests – subjecting products
to harsh climate impacts from heat, cold, UV light
and moisture. This allows DAFA to simulate the
most commonly used and recognized national and
international testing standards.

DAFA Building Solutions is the construction industry's
partner in sealing, absorbing and protection with
products for sustainable solutions
Our extensive expertise springs from close cooperation with
the construction industry. This is why we can offer system
solutions developed based on more than 80 years of
in-depth knowledge of the challenges and needs of
building applications.

With DAFA, it’s easy to build airtight, efficiently and correctly.
Our systems are designed to reduce energy emissions in all
structures and optimize air quality for inhabitants by reducing
the ingress of harmful substances – to the benefit of health, the
economy and the environment.

The next steps

Specification and
requirements

Prototypes and testing

Any collaboration starts with
constructive dialogue about your
current projects and needs. This
also includes the preparation of
specifications and requirements for
approvals.

If you need special products with
your own brand, DAFA will develop a
prototype which is delivered for your
approval to test its functional and visual
properties.

Agreement and
implementation
A final agreement regarding quality,
functionality, scope, delivery times,
prices and terms of payment will
be concluded and form the basis of
excellent and valuable collaboration.

Follow us
linkedin.com/showcase/dafa-building-solutions
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facebook.com/dafa.byg
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